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Abstract With the present gap between CAD and CAE, designers are often hindered in their
efforts to explore design alternatives and ensure product robustness.  This paper describes the multi-
representation architecture (MRA) - a design-analysis integration strategy that views CAD-CAE
integration as an information-intensive mapping between design models and analysis models.  The MRA
divides this mapping into subproblems using four information representations: solution method models
(SMMs), analysis building blocks (ABBs), product models (PMs), and product model-based analysis
models (PBAMs).  A key distinction is the explicit representation of design-analysis associativity as PM-
ABB idealization linkages that are contained in PBAMs.

The MRA achieves flexibility by supporting different solution tools and design tools, and by
accommodating analysis models of diverse discipline, complexity and solution method.  Object and
constraint graph techniques provide modularity and rich semantics.

Priority has been given to the class of problems termed routine analysis - the regular use of
established analysis models in product design.  Representative solder joint fatigue case studies
demonstrate that the MRA enables highly automated routine analysis for mixed formula-based and finite
element-based models.  Accordingly, one can employ the MRA and associated methodology to create
specialized CAE tools that utilize both design information and general purpose solution tools.
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1  Introduction

In today's product design process, a significant gap typically remains between computer aided design
(CAD) and computer aided engineering (CAE).  In an industry survey, Liker et al. [1] confirm this
observation and identify ‘an iterative and seamless link between CAD and CAE’ as one of the ‘unfulfilled
promises of CAD’.

A recent survey of design-analysis integration practice and research highlights the following
needs [2]:   
• General methodologies for automating routine analysis to support product design: Methodologies are

lacking for creating CAE systems that provide designers with product-specific tools while taking
advantage of general purpose analysis tools.

• Representation of design-analysis associativity.  Design-analysis integration requires capturing how a
CAE model is related to a CAD model, both for creating the analysis model and for associating
analysis results back with the design model.

• Support for numerous diverse analysis models for each product type.  The same kind of product often
has analysis models from a variety of engineering disciplines that involve different solution
techniques.  Even within the same discipline, analysis models of varying resolution and complexity
can exist for the same analysis problem.  The unifying factor among these numerous analysis models is
the product itself.  Hence, the product information used by these analysis models should ideally come
from a common source to maintain consistency and support analysis automation.

Other objectives that an ideal design-analysis integration strategy should fulfill are described in the same
work, including support for design and analysis tools from different vendors.

This paper describes an architecture aimed at meeting the above needs and discusses the extent of
success to date.  It overviews the components of this approach and proposes a methodology for creating
automated routine analysis tools.

2  Multi-Representation Architecture Overview

Given the above needs, the gap between design and analysis models is considered too large for a single
general integration bridge. While many aspects of engineering analysis are computation-intensive, this
research views CAD-CAE integration as an information-intensive problem that requires engineering
information management solutions.  The multi-representation architecture (MRA) has been developed
to address this problem by placing four information representations as stepping stones between the design
and analysis tool extremes.  Fig. 1 summarizes this multi-representation architecture using solder joint
thermomechanical analysis as an example.

On the right extreme are solution method models (SMMs) representing analysis models in
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relatively low-level, solution method-specific form.  SMMs combine solution tool inputs, outputs, and
control into a single information entity to facilitate automated solution tool access and results retrieval.

Analysis building blocks (ABBs) represent engineering analysis concepts in a manner that is
largely independent of product application and solution method.  ABBs obtain results by generating
SMMs through transformations, ABB SMMΨ , that are based on solution method considerations.

Skipping to the left extreme, product models (PMs) represent detailed, design-oriented product
information. A PM is considered the master description of a product which supplies information to other
product life cycle tasks, including engineering analysis and manufacturing.  To enable usage by
potentially many analysis applications, PMs in the MRA go beyond their traditional role and support
idealizations that relate detailed, design-oriented attributes with simplified, analysis-oriented attributes.

Finally, product model-based analysis models (PBAMs) contain linkages that represent design-
analysis associativity between PMs and ABBs, PM ABBΦ .  These associativity linkages indicate the usage
of idealizations for a particular analysis application.

From the MRA viewpoint, providing solutions to the design-analysis integration problem
involves defining these four representations (SMMs, ABBs, PMs, and PBAMs) and two inter-
representation mappings (ABB SMMΨ  and PM ABBΦ ).  The following sections describe these components
and how together they provide flexible, modular analysis capabilities to support product design.  Solder
joint analysis examples from a prototype implementation of the MRA are included.  More detailed
descriptions of the ABB and PBAM representations and these case studies are available [2, 3, 4, 5].

3  Solution Method Models

In an abstracted view of an engineering solution process (Fig. 2), model data and tool control are input to
a solution tool, and results are subsequently output.  These solution tools are generally computational
software programs such as commercial finite element analysis (FEA) tools, symbolic equation solvers, and
proprietary specialized codes.  In this paper FEA tools provide specific examples for the concepts
discussed.

Solution tools in use today typically accept inputs and produce outputs in the form of user
actions, computer files and graphics.  In the FEA solution process of Fig. 3, for example, the
postprocessor tool takes postprocessor control and solved mesh model files as inputs, and produces
graphics and files of processed results as outputs.  Extrema, such as maximum displacements and stresses,
are a type of processed result that often interest product designers.

Note that this FEA solution process involves a sequence of tools that each play a distinct role in
the overall solution process.  The files consumed and generated for a single analysis problem often have
no explicitly stated relationship, except possibly in the notes of the engineering analyst.

3.1  Information Content

With the automation of such solution processes in mind, a solution method model is defined to be the
information entity that wraps these tool inputs and outputs into a single logical package.  In the case of
FEA, an SMM is not just the preprocessor input file; it also includes files that control the solution tool, as
well as the results themselves.  After execution, an SMM instance contains the following information at a
minimum:

Model Data

Tool Control
ResultsSolution Tool

Fig. 2 Typical Engineering Solution Process
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• Analysis results that fulfill the analysis problem purpose.
• Initial inputs that produce these results (e.g. preprocessor model, preprocessor control, and

postprocessor control).
Thus, an SMM instance need not store all intermediate results, depending on the archival needs and
results requirements of the current analysis problem.  The log of each tool can be considered an analysis
result and included in the SMM instance, if desired, to check for analysis errors and record solution
statistics.

3.2  Tool Agents

For flexibility in automating solution processes like Fig. 3, SMMs use tool agents that serve as automated
tool wrappers.  Tool agents perform the following tasks partially depicted in Fig. 4 for the case of  FEA:

1. Determine which solution tool instances to use.  For a given SMM instance, these may reside on
different machines.

2. Provide solution tool inputs.  Create input files based on initial inputs.  Transfer these files and
intermediate tool outputs to the appropriate solution tool.

3. Run each tool.  Show tool progress, including graphics output.
4. Retrieve results. Load results into the SMM instance, which then parses the results to extract

salient information (e.g. stress extrema).
While the SMM instance represents the analysis model itself, the tool agent manages the operation of site-
specific tools to solve this model.
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3.3  Example SMMs

SMMs for Ansys [6] and Cadas [7] (two representative FEA tools) have been implemented as object
classes to demonstrate these concepts.  Fig. 5 shows an Ansys SMM screen which closely resembles the
analysis process in Fig. 3.  The entity that automatically creates an SMM instance and receives its results
(known as its context) is usually an ABB.  In such cases users can employ this kind of screen to simply
view the SMM details if desired.  Alternately,  a user can play the role of SMM context and enter the
preprocessor model and postprocessor control commands directly via such screens.  He or she can then
submit the job for automatic execution and results retrieval.

In the most basic case, a tool agent takes initial inputs from an SMM instance, combines them
into a single file, and invokes the solution tool.  This situation is possible when all solution functions are
invoked as a single program on a single machine.  The value of automated tool agents becomes more
apparent in complex computing environments in which solution functions are divided among distinct
tools located on different machines.  A Cadas SMM instance demonstrates this case, for example, with
distinct pre- and postprocessor tools running on a high-end graphics workstation, and various solvers
available on several high performance computers.  In such cases the tool agent automatically selects tools
(or follows user selections), places SMM initial inputs into separate files, and sequences file transfers and
tool executions on appropriate machines.  Intermediate translations between solver and pre/postprocessor
formats are automatically performed.

Experience to date indicates FEA solution processes can be automated to a high degree via
SMMs and tool agents.  Tool agents heavily utilize Unix remote shell and X Windows remote display
capabilities to automate file transfers, tool execution, and graphics display.  If desired, a user can
temporarily suspend these automated actions and manipulate the tools via their standard interactive
facilities (e.g. to further examine an automatically created mesh).  Because existing solution tools typically
have not been developed with wrapping in mind, some of their capabilities are difficult to represent in the

Fig. 5  Prototype Ansys SMM
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tool control portion of SMMs.  In such cases the user must perform some nonautomatable actions, ranging
from pushing a button to entering several commands.  Stephens [8] describes engineering tool wrapping
strategies in more detail and reports similar experiences.

4  Analysis Building Blocks

Analysis building blocks (ABBs) represent engineering analysis concepts as computable information
entities that (a) include engineering semantics, and (b) are largely independent of solution method.  Table
1 summarizes categories of ABBs described in this paper.  Of the two major types, general purpose ABBs
represent analysis concepts independent of a specific product design application, whereas PBAMs
explicitly include design-analysis associativity.

Fig. 6 exemplifies major categories of general purpose ABBs, which have been influenced by the
work of Rosenberg and Karnopp [9], Ingrim and Masada [10], STEP Parts 41 and 105 [11], Mashburn
and Anderson [12], and Stephens [8].  Analysis primitives represent basic engineering concepts as
entities containing semantic groupings of analysis attributes and relations.  For example, a simple spring
primitive includes the attributes force, F, total elongation, ∆L, and spring constant, k, as well as the
relation F = k∆L.

Analysis systems are containers of other general purpose ABBs that have been assembled
together to form an engineering analysis model.  For example, Fig. 6 shows a cantilever beam system as
an assembly of beam, rigid support, and distributed load primitives.

Table 1  Classification of Analysis Building Blocks

ABB Type D escription
General Purpose ABB - ABB with no product associativity

Analysis Primitive - Basic ABB used in other ABBs
Analysis System - Container joining primitives and/or other analysis systems

General - User-defined instance
Specialized - Predefined template/class

PBAM - Design-analysis associativity container joining PMs & ABBs
General - User-defined instance
Specialized - Predefined template/class

Analysis Primitives
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4.1  The ABB Representation

Possessing defined structure and operations, the ABB representation combines constraint graph
techniques [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and object-oriented principles [18, 19, 20] to represent analysis concepts.
Other engineering applications of constraints include DC motors by Rinderle and Colburn [21], assembly
modeling by Gui and Mäntylä [22] and geometric modeling by Solano and Brunet [23].  Benefits of
objects to engineering have been discussed using examples such as column primitives by Forde et al. [24],
as well as finite elements and matrices by Fenves [25], Filho and Devloo [26], and Lee and Aurora [27].

Within the ABB representation, the ABB structure  is the information template for defining data
structure and relations.  A specific type of ABB (e.g. Linear-Elastic Material Model) is defined by a
populated ABB structure and can be implemented as an object class.  Fig. 7 shows graphical and tabular
information views of the ABB structure, and Table 2 summarizes the purpose of each view.  Just as STEP
EXPRESS-G [11] provides a graphical view of a lexical EXPRESS model, these views emphasize subsets

of a populated ABB structure for easier human comprehension [2].  For example, object relationship
diagrams emphasize ABB attributes and ABB hierarchies.  The ABB structure is the master view, having
all the content of the other views but in lexical form. For example, the notation a.d indicates d is an

Table 2  ABB Representation Views

Structural View Description
ABB Structure - Information template in lexical form (master view)
Constraint Schematic - Graphical view emphasizing relations among ABB variables
Object Relationship Diagram - Graphical view emphasizing ABB part-of and is-a relations. Based on EXPRESS-G [11]
Subsystem * - Encapsulated view used in other constraint schematics to show occurrence of ABB
Extended Constraint Graph * - Decomposed view of ABB constraint schematic. Helps trace relations among variables
I/O Table * - Explicit view of available input/output combinations

Instance View Description
Graph Instance View * - Annotated extended constraint graph showing usage of ABB instance
Schematic Instance View * - Similarly annotated constraint schematic
Subsystem Instance View * - Similarly annotated subsystem view

*ABBs may have more than one of this type of view.

Subsystem Views

Object Relationship Diagram

ABB Structure

I/O Tables

Extended Constraint Graphs

Constraint Schematic

Fig. 7  Structural Views in the ABB Representation
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attribute of a, denoting the variable-subvariable relationship (a.k.a. the part-of relationship).
A new notation called constraint schematics [2] graphically emphasizes relationships among

objects.  In this notation (Fig. 8) a variable can be a simple object like a number, or it can be a complex
object having attributes that are themselves complex objects.  One strength of this notation is depicting
relations among complex objects (analogous to electrical schematics showing connections between
complex integrated circuits).  This capability is achieved by graphically showing variable-subvariable
relations, by abstracting complex objects as subsystems (analogous to integrated circuits), and by
supporting hierarchical nesting of other constraint schematics within these subsystems. An option
category indicates alternate subgraphs within a constraint schematic (e.g. the value of f depends on option
category 1 in Fig. 8, where f = s.d for option 1.1, while f = g for option 1.2).

The ABB structural views are analogous to flow charts in procedural programming, as they are
largely independent of a specific computer implementation.  Similarly, they aid the development,
implementation, documentation and usage of ABBs and PBAMs [2].  Table 2 also summarizes several
kinds of instance views which depict the usage of an ABB instance by showing specific input and output
values.

4.2  Example Analysis Primitive

To illustrate some of these information views, a spring is modeled as a simple analysis primitive called
Elementary Spring in Fig. 9(a)-9(d).  The ABB structure, Fig. 9(a), defines the class of each variable in
this
primitive and the relations among these variables.  The constraint schematic, Fig. 9(c), graphically depicts
these relations, using the convention that the appropriate mathematical operator is shown beside the
triangular ternary relation symbol.  The figure also includes one possible subsystem view, Fig. 9(d).  Fig.
10 shows the usage of an instance of Elementary Spring via a schematic instance view, where L and ∆L
are outputs calculated from inputs F, k, and Lo.
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Elementary Spring
superclass:  Discrete Primitive

variables
undeformed length, Lo : Distance
spring constant, k : Spring Constant
start, x1 : Point
end, x2 : Point
length, L : Distance
total elongation, ∆L : Distance
force, F : Force

subsystems
<none>

semantic linkages
<none>

relations
L x x= −2 1

∆L L Lo= −
F k L= ∆

a.  ABB Structure
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4.3  Example Analysis Systems

The usefulness of constraint schematics becomes more apparent when ABBs like the Elementary Spring
are combined to represent more complex analysis models.  The analysis system in Fig. 11 is a simple
example constructed by connecting two instances of Elementary Spring using force and kinematic
boundary conditions (e.g., spring2.F = P and spring1.x2 = spring2.x1).  The subsystem view in Fig. 9(d)
occurs twice in this schematic to indicate the presence of these two spring instances.  All the inter-
primitive construction is done here using equality relations (Fig. 8) instead of interconnection primitives
for simplified illustration.  Three system-level variables, P, u1 and u2, are defined as functions of
subsystem attributes (e.g. u2 = spring2.∆L +u1.).  Semantic mappings also exist so that internal subsystem
variables can be accessed by their system level names, (e.g. k2 = spring2.k).  A semantic mapping
generally is not shown unless the variable name in the system scope differs from what would be expected.

After an instance of this analysis system is created, the internal relations of each spring instance
take effect and contribute to the overall system behavior.  The constraint schematic view of an analysis
system hides primitive-level details, enabling one to concentrate on system-level behavior without losing
the effect of internal details.  Furthermore, analysis systems can be used as components in other ABBs,
and so on, thus characterizing the building block nature of ABBs.

A specialized analysis system class is a template representing a set of ABB assemblies with
predefined configuration possibilities.  For example, the Plane Strain Bodies System implementation in
Fig. 12 is a specialized analysis system representing a limited class of thermomechanical behavior for
symmetric multimaterial  structures.  Instances of this specialized analysis system class are constructed
using instances of the Plane Strain Body primitive, which itself has attributes for body geometry and
material model defined by instances of other analysis primitives.

P

k1 k2

u2u1

spring 1

2u

0

spring 2

1u

+
P

Spring
Elementary

L∆L

Fk

1x L

0

2x

Spring
Elementary

L∆L

Fk

1x L

0

2x

a. Analysis System Figure b. Constraint Schematic

Fig. 11  Example Analysis System
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As with SMMs, the context of an ABB instance indicates who is directly utilizing it.  In this
figure the context field indicates a Plane Strain Model PBAM for solder joint analysis created this
instance.  In the MRA a PBAM or another ABB is typically the context for general purpose ABB
instances.  When users are the context, they can directly input attribute values and interact with analysis
system instances via screens such as Fig. 12.

Alternatively, users can create an equivalent instance using a modeling language approach (Fig.
13).  Per Smalltalk syntax, new signifies the creation of an instance of the indicated class [18].  Attributes
are assigned object values in a top-down manner, e.g., such that system body1 is a plane strain body
instance whose geometry is a 0.125 x 0.024" rectangle. Material models are assigned by single high level
statements indicating the intended model type, rather than by specifying multiple disjoint property values.

Fig. 12  Implementation of a Specialized Analysis System
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This specialized analysis system also supports a predefined variety of body shapes and material models,
which translates into predefined topological variations in the underlying constraint graph [2].  Though
initially developed for  use in solder joint analysis, this specialized analysis system class is defined in
product-independent terms, as are all general purpose ABBs.  Hence, it can possibly be used as-is or
extended to analyze other products with similarly configured multimaterial structures.

4.4  Solving ABBs Using SMMs

After being created as above, ABB instances use transformations, ABB SMMΨ , to associate themselves with
SMM instances and obtain analysis results.  Fig. 14 illustrates this concept for the above specialized
analysis system with an FEA-based SMM.  The forward form of ABB SMMΨ  involves creation of the SMM
instance and its initial inputs based on solution method considerations (e.g. creation of the preprocessor
model considering symmetry, region decomposition, and mesh density).  The inverse form of ABB SMMΨ
takes results from the SMM instance and translates them back into terms that are relevant to the ABB
instance.  For example, this specialized analysis system knows which finite elements in the resulting mesh
model are associated with its body3, and thus takes the extreme shear stress among these elements to be
the extreme shear stress in body3.  The limited scope of a specialized analysis system enables the highly
automated execution of this process via modular mappings to parameterized preprocessor models.

Depending on the nature of an ABB, it may be solvable by different solution methods - each of
which would have its own associated SMM class (Fig. 15).  Because a variety of solution tools exist even
for the same solution method (e.g. for FEA: Abaqus, Ansys, Cadas, Nastran, etc.), the same ABB instance
can produce a corresponding variety of vendor-specific SMMs (Fig. 16).

PlaneStrainBodiesSystem new
referenceTemperature: -55;
body1: (PlaneStrainBody new

geometry: (Rectangle length: 0.125 height: 0.024);
stressStrainModel: (Alumina asLinearElasticModel);
temperature: 125);

body2: (PlaneStrainBody new
geometry: (Rectangle length: 0.15625 height: 0.062);
stressStrainModel: (FR4 asLinearElasticModel);
temperature: 125);

body3: (PlaneStrainBody new
geometry: (Rectangle length: 0.020 height: 0.005);
stressStrainModel: (Solder asLinearElasticModel);
temperature: 125).

Fig. 13  Semantically Rich User Creation of an ABB Instance
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Overall, general purpose ABBs serve as product-independent analysis models which contain a
higher degree of analysis intent than SMMs (as numerous types of SMM instances can be derived from
the same ABB instance).  An ABB can be thought of as a semantically rich combined ‘pre-preprocessor’
and ‘post-postprocessor’ model for traditional engineering solution tools.

5  Product Models

Much of the CAD/CAE effort in past years has focused on the geometric description of products.  Recently
attention has been given to product models (PMs) to also represent non-geometric product information,
including material, assembly information, test specifications, cost, and versioning [28].

In broad terms, a product model is a representation of a product (e.g., a physical system, an
assembly, or a part) that contains life cycle information - the information used by all parties associated
with a product, including design, analysis, manufacturing, marketing, installation, and repair.  Though
such an omniscient PM is more a goal at present rather than industrial practice, STEP (STandard for the
Exchange of Product model data) is one effort aimed at realizing this goal [11, 29, 30, 31].

PMs support the information needs of design tools by defining a neutral data structure that
facilitates access to a common product database (Fig. 17).  Tools can share information with increased
consistency and reduced redundancy via this common database approach.  In terms of the database
management three schema architecture [32], the neutral data structure may be used as the conceptual
schema in product database management systems.  Often, however, it is an external schema supported by
the database management systems and design applications, since these systems may have optimized
internal schemas [33].

ABB
Finite Element SMM
Symbolic SMM

Boundary Element SMM
Finite Difference SMM

SMMABBΨ

Fig. 15  ABB Support for Diverse Solution Methods
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Ansys SMM
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Fig. 16  ABB Support for Vendor-Specific SMMs
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Fig. 17  Common Resource of Design Information
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5.1  Purpose in the MRA

In the design-analysis integration context of the MRA, the term product model is used in a narrower sense
to mean the representation of design-oriented information.  This information is loosely defined as a
combination of what STEP Part 210 terms the ‘manufacturable description’ [11] plus what the MRA
terms the ‘environmental description’ - the conditions the product may experience during its life cycle,
including manufacturing, storage and operating conditions.  Analysis model geometry, connectivity, and
material models are generally related to the former, while loads and boundary conditions are related to the
latter.  From a design verification viewpoint, this restricted definition emphasizes the difference between
the independent information that describes a product and the dependent information derived during an
analysis of that product.  Hence, in this context design geometry and material information are considered
part of the PM, while a finite element model is not.

Depending on the design process stage, the exchange of information between PMs and analysis
models takes on a different emphasis.  In the early stage of design synthesis, analysis models primarily
provide inputs which design tools transform into descriptions in the PM.  In the later stage of design
verification, the principal information flow is reversed as the PM supplies the information needs of
analysis models via idealizations.  Furthermore, since the PM and analysis models act as both information
servers and receivers to some degree in both stages, supporting their bidirectional associativity is
important.

5.2  Example PWA Product Model

The simplified PWA1 PM utilized in this research is partially given in Fig. 18 using adapted EXPRESS-G
notation.  Details of a representative PWA instance are shown in a prototype implementation of this PM
(Fig. 19).

                                                       
1 PWA = printed  wiring assembly (a circuit board with components)

PWB = printed wiring board (a bare circuit board)
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In this PM, Physical Object is an abstract class representing physical objects.  It includes a
photos attribute (a set whose members are of type Image), as well as idealization attributes described
below.  Part is a specialization of this entity that includes part number and cost in addition to the
attributes it inherits from Physical Object.  PWAs and other products are similarly represented as
specialized subclasses of Part.

An instance of the class Component Occurrence, ω, represents the usage of a part as a
component in another part (i.e., in an assembly).  The class PWA Component Occurrence specializes this
concept for PWAs and refers to a component-solder joint-PWB structure, ωc.  The inherited component
attribute of this class represents an electrical device of a given part number (an Electrical Component
instance) which may be used multiple times on the same PWA.  The unique identifier for a component
occurrence is a reference designator (e.g., U102) versus a part number for a component (e.g., 99120).  In
Fig. 19 some details of the selected component occurrence C203 are shown, including its x-y position on
the PWB and a photo of its component, an axial capacitor.

5.3  Support for Idealizations

The MRA extends the traditional role of a PM beyond providing a “manufacturable description” of a
product.  An MRA PM also includes relations between these detailed, design-oriented attributes and
simplified, analysis-oriented attributes to support the information needs of potentially many analysis

Fig. 19  PWA Product Model Implementation
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models.  The form of such a relation where an analysis attribute is the output is similar to what has been
called an idealization [34, 35, 36].
Example idealizations (Fig. 20) include finding total dimensions, Γ1, and determining the primary
structural material in a multimaterial part, Γ2.

Geometric Simplification: total length, Ltotal = Γ1(part) (1)

Composition Idealization: primary structural material = Γ2(part) (2)

Another example is a material idealization, Γ3, which assumes that a physical material behaves in some
prescribed manner.  Several material models can be associated with the same physical material (e.g.
linear-elastic and bilinear-plastic stress-strain models).  Which material model is suitable for a given
analysis model depends upon such factors as analysis purpose and parameter magnitudes.

Material Idealization: linear-elastic model = Γ3(material) (3)

Idealizations in the form of discrete relations and basic formulae have been implemented to date.
For example, overall dimensions are typically included as attributes in electrical component databases - an
implementation of discrete relations.  Alternatively, total dimensions could be calculated from a detailed
PM of the component itself if such information is available.

Table 3 shows some values of the discrete composition idealization, Γ2, in which the primary
structural material is stated explicitly based on expert knowledge.  These rows are equivalent to expert
system rules, e.g. the resistor row says:

if (a part is a resistor with a SMD body style)
then (the primary structural material = the material composing the resistor's base)

Note, however, that in an object implementation of a PM, such rules are more naturally implemented as
polymorphic methods or attributes of the various part classes.  Inferencing is then done automatically
based on the class definition rather than via a distinct inference engine as in a rule-based expert system.

                                                       
2 SMD = surface mount discrete, LCC = leadless chip carrier

totalL

primary structural material

base: Alumina

Surface Mount Resistor
Cross Section 

1Γ :

2Γ :

Fig. 20  Example Analysis Idealizations

Table 3  Example Composition Idealization, Γ2
primary

part body style  2 structural material
Resistor SMD base.material

Microprocessor LCC case.material
PWB core.material
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Because each type of product typically requires multiple PBAMs, reusability is an important
advantage of including idealizations in the PM representation.  In other words, common idealizations like
the examples above are used by potentially many types of products in many types of analysis models.
Consequently, the PM definition of an idealization does not include associativity with any particular
analysis model.

Object-oriented PM implementations readily accommodate the incremental addition of both
general and product-specific idealizations by placing the former high in the class hierarchy and the latter
lower.  Idealizations that are likely to be used only in a particular kind of analysis model may be
alternately defined in the associated PBAM.

6  Product Model-Based Analysis Models

Product model-based analysis models (PBAMs) [2] contain design-analysis associativity between PMs
and ABBs, PM ABBΦ .  Individual associativity linkages, Φi, represent this relationship explicitly and
indicate the usage of one or more idealizations, Γj, to form a particular analysis model.  Typically a
PBAM connects associativity linkages between a PM and a general purpose ABB to take advantage of the
analysis capabilities of the latter.  In other words, PBAMs connect PMs to product-independent ABBs in
order to solve product-specific analysis problems.

6.1  Example PBAM

Fig. 21 illustrates these concepts via a solder joint analysis example (after Lau et al. [37]).  Due to the
coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between the PWB and component, the solder joint deforms
under thermal loads.  The overall goal of this analysis model is to determine the resulting strain, which
can later be used to estimate the solder joint fatigue life.

The left side of the figure shows design-related details of the PM entities: a component (in this
case, a surface mount resistor), a PWB, solder joints, and epoxy.  The assembly of these entities is another
PM entity, a PWA Component Occurrence, ωc, described earlier (Fig. 18).  On the right, the ABB used as
a subsystem is the specialized analysis system, Plane Strain Bodies System, presented previously (Fig. 12).

The PBAM, Component Occurrence Plane Strain Model (a.k.a. the Plane Strain Model),
contains associativity linkages, Φi, which indicate how the component, PWB, and solder joints are
modeled as four homogeneous plane strain bodies in the ABB subsystem.  Linkage Φ1 uses a geometric
idealization, Γ1, to specify a geometric dimension of ABB body1 based on component geometry.
Similarly, Φ2 uses a composition idealization, Γ2, to specify which component material to consider.  It
then uses a material idealization, Γ3, to specify a model of this material for use in body1. This
combination of idealizations is typical for multimaterial parts like electrical components.  These two
linkages can be written textually as follows:

Φ1: body1.height, h1 = component.total height, hc (4)

Φ2: body1.stress-strain model = component.primary structural material.linear-elastic model (5)

Note that most of the PM details, including the epoxy, are neglected in this analysis model under the
assumption that they would not significantly affect the analysis results.

From Table 1, the PBAM representation is a special case of the ABB representation which also
includes variables and relations involving PM information.  As a result, a specific type of PBAM is
defined by its populated PBAM structure - a special form of the ABB structure, which, for example,
categorizes variables as either analysis variables or product variables [2].  As such, PBAMs benefit from
the defined structure, operations, and views of ABBs described previously.  A key point is that design-
analysis associativity linkages are represented explicitly in the same way as other relations.
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For example, Fig. 22 is the constraint schematic of the above PBAM; it is a structured
information model of Fig. 21 that specifies all associativity linkages (including examples Φ1 and Φ2 from
above), as well as product variables, analysis variables, a subsystem, and other relations.  Hence, a variety
of component occurrences, ωc, from a variety of PWAs can be used as PM inputs to instances of this
PBAM.

PBAMs can also include analysis options to support different degrees of idealization.  For
example, this type of PBAM supports rectangular and detailed solder joint geometry, as indicated in Fig.
22 by option switch positions [1.1] and [1.2], respectively.  Likewise, both linear-elastic [2.1] and bilinear
plastic [2.2] solder models are supported.  Which options are chosen for a PBAM instance typically
depends on the intended use of the analysis results and considerations of computational cost versus
analysis accuracy.

6.2  Using PBAMs in Routine Analysis

A major focus of the MRA has been automating the class of problems termed routine analysis - the
regular use of established analysis models in product design [2]. As overviewed later, one can use the
MRA to develop and implement catalogs of specialized PBAMs that represent routine analysis models as
predefined templates.  Fig. 23 shows a catalog of solder joint analysis PBAMs based on models by solder
joint researchers [38, 39, 40, 37].  These PBAMs can be used for highly automated routine analysis as in
the design verification scenario illustrated.
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To check solder joint strains in a PWA, a designer 1) selects a particular type of PBAM, 2)
selects analysis options, 3) specifies objects containing product information and analysis boundary
conditions as inputs, and 4) requests analysis results as outputs.  The following sequence of events then
occurs per the MRA technique.  An instance of the selected type of PBAM (Component Occurrence Plane
Strain Model of Fig. 21) is created with these inputs.  The PBAM instance creates an ABB instance (a
Plane Strain Bodies Systems instance) and sets its attributes via associativity linkages. This ABB instance
subsequently instantiates an SMM, which in turn calls a tool agent to run the appropriate solution tool
(e.g., an Ansys or Cadas tool).  The SMM instance receives the results from this analysis tool and passes
them back to the ABB instance.  Finally, the ABB instance returns the results to the PBAM instance,
which puts them in product-specific terms (extreme solder joint shear strain) for usage by the designer.

Fig. 24 shows an implementation of this PBAM catalog, where the screen has been used per the
preceding scenario.  From this screen the user can open and view associated SMM and specialized
analysis system instances like those given in Figs. 5 and 12, as this PBAM instance is their root context.
Fig. 25 depicts the Cadas FEA shear stress plot (a) for the rectangular solder joint geometry case, as well
as the u displacement plot (b) for the detailed geometry case.  This scenario summarizes how PBAMs
bridge the gap between design and analysis models and serve as product-specific front and back ends to
general purpose analysis tools.

6.3  PBAMs as Building Blocks

Because PBAMs are ABBs, they can be used as subsystems in other PBAMs.  Fig. 26 illustrates this
concept via a solder joint fatigue PBAM [2] composed of two other PBAMs and a general purpose ABB.
The three subsystems shown correspond to three major steps in solder joint fatigue, namely determining
thermal loads, solder joint strain, and fatigue life [38, 39].

Component

Solder Joint

PWB

Shear Stress, τxy

a. Rectangular Solder Joint

Displacement, u

b. Detailed Solder Joint

Fig. 25  Automatically Generated FEA Results
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This PBAM class supports analysis options, [1.x], regarding which deformation model a fatigue
PBAM instance should use as its strain model.  Available options are shown in the catalog of Fig. 23,
ranging from a formula-based extensional model [1.1] to a 3-D FEA-based model [1.4].  The choices are
subclasses of the abstract class Component Occurrence Deformation Model, all of which support the
strain model subsystem view in Fig. 26 (including the Plane Strain Model of Fig. 22).  When analysis
options involve a common subsystem view such as this, they are known as subsystem substitution
options [2] and are depicted in constraint schematics using a shorthand notation (instead of including
each possible type of subsystem separately with associated option switches).

Even though the deformation PBAM subclasses are internally different, a common subsystem
interface is possible because of object polymorphism and encapsulation.  All deformation PBAMs accept
the same component occurrence object, ωc, as a connection, but internally each PBAM subclass extracts
different information from ωc via subclass-specific associativity linkages, Φi.  Predictably, the
Extensional Model has fewer linkages than the Plane Strain Model, while the Solid Continuum Model has
more.  With access to these seamless variations in analysis complexity, users can choose the PBAM with
the best cost-accuracy combination for their design needs.

Two thermal load options are also available, namely thermal cycling [2.1] and power cycling
[2.2].  An instance using the former option requires no thermal model as it simply equates the component
temperature, Tc, and the substrate/PWB temperature, Ts, to a uniform steady state temperature load, Tss.
In the latter case Tc and Ts are equated to values determined by the thermal model subsystem, which
simulates PWA operating conditions.

PBAMs like Fig. 26 are called complex PBAMs, while those with only one general purpose ABB
subsystem are called simple PBAMs.  A PBAM is itself an analysis model, albeit a new kind of product-
specific one that includes idealization relations along with traditional relations.  PBAMs are classified as
ABBs due to this fact, coupled with their building block nature and the structure and operations they have
in common with other ABBs.  However, PBAMs do not have SMM mappings, ABB SMMΨ , as general
purpose ABBs do.  Instead, PBAMs achieve solutions via the general purpose ABBs they ultimately
utilize.  It follows that complex PBAMs can solve multi-step problems requiring the interaction of diverse
solution methods.  Given this background, Fig. 1 is actually a special case view of the MRA, where the
ABB illustrated is a general purpose ABB and the PBAM is a simple PBAM.

6.4  Other Capabilities

By utilizing constraints, PBAMs can support multidirectional input/output in some cases and aid the

design synthesis process [2].  For example, instead of returning component fatigue life, N f , as an output,

the PBAM in Fig. 26 can accept it as an input and use the Extensional Model to calculate the
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corresponding solder joint height.  Fig. 27 summarizes this and other PBAM capabilities via a pictorial
view of the fatigue PBAM and its usage.

7  Methodology for Routine Analysis Automation

The MRA methodology for automating routine analysis involves two distinct phases: tool creation and
tool usage (Fig. 28).  During the creation phase, a designer and an analyst first identify which routine
analysis models are to be automated.  These two people should be familiar with the types of products and
analysis models being considered.  The analyst then works with a developer (a person familiar with the
MRA and associated object and constraint techniques) to develop PBAM classes that represent these
analysis models.  PBAM development basically means filling in the structural views of the PBAM class
that will represent a specific type of analysis model (Fig. 7).  This development process may be recursive
in that supporting PBAMs, ABBs, SMMs and PM entities must also be developed if they do not already
exist.

Based on the populated structural views, the developer next implements the PBAMs and other
new supporting entities in a specific computing environment.  Though likely to evolve with broader usage,
preliminary development and implementation guidelines are available [2].

After the implementations are validated, the next phase of the MRA methodology is entered in
which designers regularly apply the PBAMs to product design, as overviewed earlier.  In object-oriented
terms, specialized PBAM classes are developed and implemented in the creation phase, while instances of
these classes are employed during the usage phase.

In keeping with object-oriented philosophy, the MRA methodology eases the creation of product-
specific analysis tools through the reuse of generic entities where possible (Fig. 29).  Many types of tools
can be built by adding product-specific entities to the same generic MRA foundation.  The present
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representative implementation of such a foundation facilitates finite element-based solutions using Ansys
and Cadas SMMs, and maintains constraints using the DeltaBlue constraint solver [14].  The solder joint
examples in this paper come from the PWA-specific analysis tool built upon this foundation.  Overall, the
MRA methodology provides a way to incrementally create extendible, modular, product-specific routine
analysis tools.  Adding a new analysis model can be as simple as adding a new PBAM subclass.

8  Discussion

8.1  Representation Cardinality

Reflecting the diversity supported by the MRA, note that the cardinality ratio between adjacent
representations is generally many:many.  For example, one ABB instance can produce many different
kinds of SMM instances.  One kind of SMM can have many instances produced by many kinds of ABBs.
In this light the role a representation plays in the MRA can be further understood by considering the
implications of removing it.  If the ABB representation is removed, then each type of PBAM would have
to provide its own mappings to each type of SMM, resulting in duplication of effort.  Removing PMs
would necessitate linkages between each PBAM type and each relevant design tool.  The number of
required extra linkages multiplies further if more than one representation is removed.

8.2  Specialized Analysis System Pros and Cons

In the current specialized analysis system approach, different analysis system topologies typically
necessitate different specialized analysis system classes or different ABB SMMΨ  mappings within the same
class.  Consequently, some specialized analysis systems (SASs) are primarily intended for specific
products (Fig. 29).  Still, a SAS class is beneficial as a logical place for capturing specialized knowledge
in a reusable manner, including recommended mesh density and specialized ABB SMMΨ  mappings.  In the
absence of generalized ABB SMMΨ  mappings, SASs provide a modular, extendible, expert systems
technique for automating routine analysis.  Preliminary results indicate the current ABB structure can also
support user-created general analysis system instances (Table 1), but their subsequent solution via general

ABB SMMΨ  mappings remains an open issue.

8.3  Neutral SMMs

The SMMs examples to date basically wrap input and output files for vendor-specific solution tools.
Vendor-independent representations of SMMs could also prove useful if mappings to vendor-specific
SMMs were provided.  Fig. 30 illustrates this neutral format concept (analogous to IGES for CAD
geometry) for the case of finite element SMMs.  Other solution methods would require their own neutral
representations.  With this approach, an FEA-based ABB would need to support only a single mapping,

ABB SMMΨ , between itself and the neutral finite element SMM, instead of a mapping for each vendor-
specific SMM (Fig. 16).
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In the case of FEA, Yeh [41] has demonstrated how the draft standard STEP Part 104 [11] can be
used as a neutral representation of the mesh model portion of a finite element SMM.  However, a standard
representation that also includes the preprocessor model (Fig. 3) evidently does not currently exist.

8.4  Other Extensions

Other possible extensions include:  a) more sophisticated idealization algorithms that determine
characteristics like primary materials based on part geometry, material properties, and phenomenon type;
b) better support for design synthesis relations, i.e. the inverse of idealizations, where analysis results are
used to modify the PM;  and c) better representation of product "environmental descriptions" and their
relation to boundary conditions.

9  Summary

The multi-representation architecture (MRA) has been presented as a design-analysis integration strategy
with the following characteristics.  The MRA:

• Addresses the information-intensive nature of CAD-CAE integration;
• Breaks the design-analysis integration gap into smaller subproblems;
• Flexibly supports different design and analysis methods and tools;
• Is based on modular, reusable information building blocks;
• Defines a methodology for creating specialized, highly automated analysis tools to support product

design.

Four representations compose the MRA and together make it a flexible, extendible architecture:

1) Solution Method Model (SMM)
• Packages solution tool inputs, outputs, and control as integrated objects.
• Automates solution tool access and results retrieval via tool agents.

2) Analysis Building Block (ABB)
• Represents analysis concepts using object and constraint graph techniques.
• Has a defined information structure with graphical views (e.g. constraint schematics) to aid ABB

development, implementation, documentation and usage.
• Acts as a semantically rich 'pre-preprocessor' and 'post-postprocessor' model.  ABB instances create

SMM instances based on solution method considerations and receive results after automated solution
tool execution.

3) Product Model (PM)
• Represents design aspects of products and enables connections with design tools.
• Supports idealizations usable in numerous analysis models.
• Has possibly many associated PBAMs.

4) Product Model-Based Analysis Model (PBAM)
• Contains linkages explicitly representing design-analysis associativity, indicating the usage of

idealizations.
• Special case of the ABB representation, utilizing the same information views.
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Nastran SMM

Vendor-Specific
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SMMABBΨ
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Fig. 30  Simplifying ABB-SMM Mappings via Neutral SMMs
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• Creates analysis models from ABBs and automatically supplies PM data as inputs.
• Represents routine analysis models as automated, predefined templates.
• Supports interaction of analysis models of varying complexity and solution method.
• Enables parametric design studies via multidirectional input/output (in some cases).

To date attention has been primarily given to the representation of design-analysis associativity via
PBAMs, the inclusion of idealizations in PMs, and the automation of routine analysis using the MRA.
PBAMs in particular and the MRA in general have been evaluated using PWA solder joint fatigue as a
representative routine analysis case study.  A "starter set" of ABBs and representative SMM classes have
been developed to support this application.  Results show that specialized PBAMs enable highly
automated routine analysis and uniformly represent analysis models containing a mixture of both formula-
based and finite element-based relations.
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